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August 3, 2007

Saul Bercovitch FAX: (415) 538-2515 
The State Bar of California
180 Howard Street
San Francisco, CA 94105

Re: Comment on Insurance Disclosure Rule

Dear Mr. Bercovitch:

The Center for Public Interest Law (CPIL) supports required disclosure of insurance
coverage, but objects that the proposed rule is unacceptably weak in three respects: (a) it only applies
prospectively to new clients, (b) it does not require written acknowledgment from clients, and (c)
it does not require adequate disclosure of the nature and extent of coverage.  And, in fact, we
respectfully argue that the rule actually cuts back on the underlying fiduciary duty of an attorney to
make such disclosures to all clients, and that it fails to reach the larger issue:  the lack of recovery
for persons injured by negligence caused by persons licensed – by us.  As discussed below,
practicing attorneys effectively control the State Bar, particularly as to entry barriers and the
initiation of discipline. Supreme Court review is largely passive and is  limited.  The private interest
control of our profession by its own membership is unique among all public regulatory bodies. CPIL
argues that the Bar should go substantially beyond the niggling disclosure here proposed.  Liability
insurance should either be required by the State Bar for any attorney relied upon by consumers for
legal representation and advice, or the Client Security Fund should be substantially expanded in
amount and scope to provide indemnification for such judgments up to no less than $500,000 per
claim.

We have a special interest in the subject matter of this rule.  CPIL has monitored the State
Bar’s regulatory activities for 27 years, publishing the CALIFORNIA REGULATORY LAW REPORTER.
From 1987 to 1992, I served as State Bar Discipline Monitor, by appointment of the Attorney
General and reporting to the Chief Justice.  CPIL served as the staff of the Monitor.  The five-year
inquiry into Bar discipline produced eleven reports, some twenty rule changes, and two new statutes
– with the important partnership of five successive State Bar Presidents.  Those statutes created the
current State Bar Court and made other changes.  Those changes included fee agreement and
disclosure requirements – among them the disclosure of liability insurance status.  The regrettable
sequence of events leading to its excision need not be recounted here.  Two years ago, I was asked
by then-Bar President John Van de Kamp to perform a review of the discipline system as it recovered
from its unfortunate defunding in the late 1990s.  I gave an oral report to the RAD Committee in
March of 2005.  I urged then the importance of full disclosure of liability insurance status to
consumers.  
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CPIL notes the following background relevant to the RAD Committee’s consideration of this
rule:  One seminal purpose of professional regulation is prevention of the irreparable harm that befalls
the public from dishonest or incompetent practice.  To prevent that harm, agencies set up licensure
systems and barriers to entry – and then monitor practice to excise those who visit such harm on
consumers.   The State Bar does not do a credible job at this fundamental task.  It gives applicants a
single examination – usually at age 25.  The test likely fails to examine competence in the actual area
of law practiced by attorneys and relied upon by consumers.  The exam is, rather, a retention/writing
ability examination on general law subjects.  The Bar’s license is general, allowing any attorney to
essentially practice in any area of law desired – regardless of competence.  And the Bar lacks the kind
of private checks present in the medical profession to effectively bar entry of the incompetent (by
hospital admission and certification that is effectively necessary for medical practice).  The current
system of law specialty certification has value, but the overall system does not prevent an attorney
from taking a criminal defense case one day, advising on an estate or tax matter the next, helping with
a patent on the third day, and then finishing the week by filing a Subdivision Map Act application for
a new housing development – while also advising tenants, debtors, and perhaps immigrants seeking
green cards.  To top it off, the Bar then does not require any retesting or demonstration of competence
– whatever – for the next fifty-plus years of a professional career.

This is the regulatory system allegedly preventing the irreparable harm coming from
incompetent practice.  But it gets worse.  The Bar’s discipline system does not generally react to one
– or even several – serious acts of incompetence.  Even where damage is substantial, we generally
leave remedy to the civil system of malpractice suit.  Our discipline system, perhaps understandably,
eschews coverage of “mistakes” unless they become a radically documented, persistent pattern.  And
even then, meaningful disciplinary actions are rare.  Meanwhile, the Bar has a Client Security Fund
– allegedly intended to provide security to ... clients.  But it has a rather low ceiling per claim and,
more importantly, only covers dishonest acts by attorneys – not incompetence, not even gross and
repeated incompetence.

We know that about 20% of our licensees operate naked – without any coverage whatever.
Most of them are small operators – where we know serious consumer harm from negligence
disproportionately occurs (practitioners who often lack background and colleagues to advise and help
control quality).  And most of this 20% are effectively judgment-proof.  Clients have no remedy as to
this population of over 20,000 attorneys.   No malpractice attorney will even take their case lacking
money recovery at the end.  Usually, nobody will even know about it.  There will be no Client Security
Fund payout.  There will be no discipline.  There will be nothing but the loss and its likely repetition.

To top it all off, members of the State Bar now argue that an attorney need not even disclose
to a client that he or she has no coverage – which means there will be no practical money remedy for
negligence.  The logic is apparently that uncovered attorneys save money and therefore charge less and
serve clients at lower cost – which will be lost if they have to disclose.  The loss will allegedly occur
because some clients may prefer attorneys with insurance.   Are these commentators listening to what
they are saying?  By the way, none of them seem to be suggesting Client Security Fund coverage for
the protection of these clients.  Rather, the focus is on the baffling proposition that client preference
for insured counsel may disadvantage them.  Of course, we know that those uncovered practitioners
are passing their malpractice coverage savings along to their clients.  Give us a break.
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Add to the relevant background the oft-stated truism about the fiduciary duty of an attorney to
his or her client.  It is not just any fiduciary duty.  Since the 19  century case of Cox v. Delmas, it hasth

been consistently held to be a fiduciary duty “of the very highest character.”  Presumably, that means
something.   CPIL suggests that this duty standing alone requires disclosure of insurance status  – and
not just technical small print inclusion in a fee agreement form.  If an attorney is running naked (and
is usually effectively judgment-proof), the client needs to know it specifically and to sign off on it with
informed consent.  Under what theory of fiduciary duty is such a requirement excused?  How is such
dispensation stated?   “I have a fiduciary duty of the highest order to you – a duty of fidelity and trust.
Many attorneys are covered for liability, but I am not.  If I commit a negligent act that falls below the
applicable standard of care and you suffer damages, I know you will recover nothing.  But I need tell
you nothing about it.”  Really?  Why is such a failure of disclosure not a breach of fiduciary duty
appropriate for Bar discipline?

The State Bar will not discipline an attorney for such a failure of disclosure under current law
– notwithstanding the fiduciary breach implications.  And as noted above, we already fail to really
assure competence in the actual area of practice relied upon.  We fail to retest – ever.  We fail, really,
to excise the incompetent.  We fail to cover incompetence in our disciplinary system except at the
extreme, occasional end.  We limit the Client Security Fund to intentional dishonesty.  And now we
propose a disclosure requirement – that (a) excludes present clients (apparently not covered by
fiduciary duty), (b) does not require attorneys to detail the level of coverage we do or do not have, and
(c) does not require acknowledgment that the client understands counsel’s status.  That probably cuts
back from the proper underlying fiduciary duty of disclosure that should apply absent any rule.

CPIL supports disclosure and, as noted, contends it is required anyway as part and parcel of
an attorney’s fiduciary duty to his or her clients – future and present.  But the Bar needs to own up to
its real responsibility here.  If we are serious about being an “honorable profession” (and it is no
accident we suffer a regrettable level of public revulsion), we need to start walking the walk.  Everyone
knows we can talk the talk.  That walk requires attention to competence assurance.  And it requires
coverage (and some assumption of responsibility) where actionable negligence damages our clients.
That means either requiring liability coverage, or providing at least some measure of indemnification
through our offices.  We all may have to pay another $50 or $100 or $200 a year into a Client Security
Fund to provide it.  But we are the ones who decide who gets to practice law and who continues to
practice law.  Uniquely among public agencies – absolutely uniquely, ours is controlled by our own
profession.  We elect persons who are permitted to exercise the power of the state to determine entry
and to initiate exit from the practice of law.   We, above any other trade or profession, should properly
assess ourselves to make sure there is some recovery when we fail to optimally do our job.

CPIL suggests that the State Bar begin the process of living up to its responsibility by going
substantially beyond the current proposed rule to honestly provide the assurances properly assumed
by us in exercising regulatory powers and understandably relied upon by the public.  

Respectfully submitted,

Robert C. Fellmeth, Executive Director
Center for Public Interest Law
Price Professor of Public Interest Law
Former State Bar Discipline Monitor
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